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Social network of 





Same newspapers article 
Distance between proper nouns
Semantically weak, but clear.
From text to network
« Françoise-Louise de Warens » can also 
be called « Maman ».
Our dataset : the index of characters with 
occurrences (éditions Slatkine, 2012).
Revised by scholars, even if the name 
changes. 
From text to network
First step : pages
Enumeration of co-occurrences on couples 
of adjacent pages.
Same page gives 2 such co-occurrences : 
[n-1,n] & [n, n+1].
Second step : threshold
When co-occurrences means relations : 
threshold T.




Edges are non-directed. 
An edge exists when the threshold of 
co-occurrences is attained.














Transitivity = 0.299 (0.038 in random case)
Average path length = 2.48 (small) +











Division in 12 chapters
 
Video ! Again !
THANK YOU
XKCD #350
